The geometric structure of the alpha-Ga(010)-(1×1) room temperature structure and its (2 √ 2 × √ 2)R45 • reconstruction below 232 K have been determined using Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) structure analysis. The room temperature structure conforms to the cut-dimer model, forming a two-dimensional metallic structure with only minimal lateral displacements of the atoms.
α-Gallium is the stable phase of the gallium at atmospheric pressure and the one that forms below the solid-liquid phase transition 1,2 . Its bulk structure is face-centered orthorhombic with eight atoms per unit cell. Each atom has only one nearest neighbor at a distance of 2.44Å so that the structure can be viewed as being composed of covalent Ga 2 dimers or molecules. Metallicity is only present in the so-called buckled planes, where the ends of the dimers overlap, leading to a strong anisotropy in the Fermi surface and the transport properties. In fact, it is appropriate to view α-Gallium as a solid in which molecular and metallic properties are present simultaneously 3 . Another unusual property of α-Ga is its low melting temperature of only 303 K which means that it should be an ideal candidate for the experimental investigation of surface melting. For the (010) face 4 , however, optical 5 and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 6 measurements indicate a strong resistance against surface melting. Indeed, the surface melting temperature appears to be higher than its bulk counterpart 6 . The properties of this surface have been further investigated with X-ray Diffraction 7 , Angle Resolved Photoemission (ARUPS) 8, 9 , Spot Profile Analysis (SPA) LEED 10 and first-principles calculations 11 .
Investigations of the α-Ga(010) surface have revealed a reversible phase transition from the (1×1) room temperature (RT) cell to a (2 √ 2× √ 2)R45
• reconstruction at 232 K 8, 9 . Later an additional splitting of the (±1/2, ±1/2) spot was found with SPA-LEED 10 . It corresponds to a real-space periodicity of about 18 times the size of the unit cell. This splitting is too small to be observed in a standard LEED setup. Recent ARUPS investigations have suggested that the phase transition is accompanied by a sharp decrease of the density of states at the Fermi level and favored by the presence of strong electron-phonon coupling 9 .
The delicate balance between being a metal and a molecular solid should be severely disturbed at the surfaces of α-Ga where the co-ordination of the atoms is changed and the symmetry is broken. Pronounced differences in surface and bulk electronic properties have been found for other semi-metals, i.e. for materials where covalent and metallic bonding coexist and the density of bulk states at the Fermi level is low. Examples are the surfaces of Be 12,13 and Bi [14] [15] [16] which are much more metallic than the bulk. In the case of α-Ga(010) the situation is more involved because of the phase transition. It appears that the hightemperature structure is more metallic than the low temperature structure and, indeed, such However, the determination of the actual surface geometry is a necessary precondition for an in-depth understanding of the driving forces which trigger the phase transition.
The α-Ga elementary cell is depicted in Fig. 1 . The [010]-direction is almost parallel to the direction of the dimers in the bulk. Two distinct terminations of an unreconstructed α-Ga surface are possible. The so-called A termination is a configuration where the dimer bonds remain intact. In the B termination these bonds are cut, creating a surface with dangling bonds and a metallic surface state 11 . In addition to these bulk terminations, a third structural model, the C termination, has been proposed by Bernasconi et al. 11 . It consists of a (1×1) reconstruction which can be thought of as two layers of Ga(III), covering the (010) surface of α-Ga. For all three terminations one would expect to observe a LEED pattern in which every odd-integer spot in the [100] direction is missing 18 because of the glide plane symmetry of bulk α-Ga which is preserved in the surface structure. The topmost layer is identical for these three structures, and therefore atomically resolved STM images, while confirming that in all likelihood one of these three structures might form, have not been able to reveal which one is actually present 6 . The STM data do suggest an additional surface relaxation, as the Ga atom in the center of the unit cell appears to be shifted by 0.2Å towards one of the corner atoms. In the same study, the authors have reported a LEED pattern with no missing spots, consistent with the proposed relaxation, which would break the glide-line symmetry. However, a recent X-ray scattering investigation of the room temperature (RT) (1×1) phase revealed only very small lateral atomic shifts below 0.02Å 7 , not confirming the large shift of the center atom. Moreover, the RT LEED patterns reported here and in ref. [8] [9] [10] exhibits the expected missing spots. The X-ray study of α-Ga(010) has also shown that the surface structure is a B-termination of the bulk, i.e. a structure with cut Ga 2 dimers, in contrast to what was found with first-principles theory 3 . The structure of the low temperature (LT) phase has not been determined so far.
Using two similar formulations of LEED calculations we have determined the geometric structure of α-Ga(010) both for the LT and the RT phase. We find that the RT structure can be described as a "cut-dimer" surface, in agreement with the X-ray result. Below 232 K atoms from the top layer dimerize within the top layer and with atoms from the layer beneath. The bond lengths of some of these dimers are about 12% shorter than the bond lengths found in the α-Ga bulk.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND LEED MEASUREMENT
An α-Ga crystal was mechanically cut from a larger bulk single crystal. The (010) surface was subsequently polished using diamond paste. The surface was then cleaned by short cycles of sputtering with 0.5-1.0 keV N e + at about 273 K and annealing at the same temperature.
At 273 K a sharp (1×1) LEED pattern was observed. Every odd-integer spot in the [100] direction was missing, consistent with the glide plane symmetry of bulk α-Ga. Cooling the sample resulted in a reversible phase transition from the (1×1) to a (2
Three LEED data sets were used for the calculations reported in this study: one was measured in Berlin for the RT phase; another data set for the RT and one LT data-set were measured in Trieste. All three data-sets were measured in the normal-incidence geometry.
Symmetry-equivalent beams were averaged.
For the RT data-set from Berlin, intensity versus energy curves (I-V curves)
were measured using video LEED in the rear view geometry at a sample temperature of about 265 K.
The cleanliness of the sample was monitored by Auger Electron Spectroscopy as well as by the quality of the surface state and the Ga 3d core levels The second RT data-set was measured in the experimental chamber of the SuperESCA beamline of ELECTRA, Trieste at T=240 K, using a similar sample preparation and also a video LEED system. The cleanliness of the sample was monitored by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). Five beams with a cumulative energy range of 1215 eV were taken for the RT data-set. The LT data-set consists of 9 beams with a cumulative energy range of 3064 eV and was obtained at 130 K. The background pressure was 2×10 −10 mbar.
III. LEED I-V ANALYSIS
A. Calculation
Room-temperature structure
The RT LEED data from Berlin were analyzed using a fully-dynamical multiple-scattering code developed by Moritz 19 . The program uses the layer KKR and the "layer-doubling" method 20 , combined with a search method based on analytic derivatives of the scattered amplitudes: we label this method "analytic-derivative LEED" in the following. The agreement between the calculated and measured I-V curves was quantified by the R P reliability factor 21 . The following high-symmetry geometries were considered in the analysis: the intact-dimer surface (termination A), the cut-dimer surface (termination B) and the Ga(III)
surface (termination C) [ Fig.1 ]. The first three interlayer distances were optimized along with the position of the two Ga atoms inside the cell, using the Debye temperature for bulk Ga also for the surface layers.
In a second step the surface Debye temperature was optimized alongside another refinement of the above mentioned parameters. The optimized surface Debye temperature for the topmost layer was 180 K, the R P -factors for the refined structures were 0.36 for the intact- The four models analyzed were: A termination (intact-dimer), B termination (cut-dimer), the structure resulting from our analysis of the Berlin LEED data, and the x-ray structure 7 .
As the Ga(III) structure had been ruled out by a rather high R-factor in the Berlin LEED analysis, it was not included in this search. For the A and B termination the bulk values were assumed for the interlayer distances. For the first optimization only displacements perpendicular to the lattice plane were allowed, resulting in a R P of 0.33 for the intactdimer structure and 0.46 for the cut-dimer model. Subsequently, a detailed optimization of the surface Debye temperature (for the topmost layer only) together with the layer distances and an additional possibility for buckling in the first layer was carried out.
From Fig. 2 , we can see that the R-factor depends strongly on the value of the surface Debye temperature between 100 and 320 K. The lowest R P -factor is obtained for the cutdimer model as 0.21 with a surface Debye temperature of 175K. In Table I , a comparison of R P for both models at θ D =175K and θ D =350K is presented. The experimental and theoretical I-V curves from the Trieste data set and the TLEED calculation, respectively, are compared in Fig. 3 . In this caluclation only the Debye temperature of the topmost surface layer was optimized. The value for the other layers were kept at the bulk value of 350K. In the analytic derivative LEED analysis the influence of lower Debye Temperature values for the second and third layer were additionally investigated, and found to improve the r-factor slightly.
Both the analytic-derivative and the TLEED analysis also included atomic displacements parallel to the surface as well as rumpling were considered, in the the latter only the possibility of rumpling. Although several local minima were found, they did lead to an inprovement of of the model's fit to experiment.
Low-temperature structure
Due to the complexity of the (2
• LT reconstruction, it was solved exclusively with TLEED. No additional modeling was performed to take into account the long periodicity found in the SPA-LEED study 10 . This can be justified by the relatively long domain size that makes a perturbation of the local lattice arrangement unlikely. The split (±1/2,±1/2)-spot was treated as one single beam; the resulting individual R-factor of this beam was, however, markedly higher than those for the remaining beams. Therefore, a LEED analysis allowing 3D displacements only in the topmost layer will have at least 25 independent fit-parameters (24 structural parameters and the real part of the inner potential). It is clear that allowing more fit-parameters, for example by including the displacements in more than one layer, necessarily lowers the R-factor.The question is whether the improved fit actually implies a better structural solution. This question has been answered by the Hamilton ratio test used in bulk x-ray crystallography 26, 27 . We use a modified Hamilton ratio, defined as follows: we compare a "constrained" model that has q fit-parameters and gives an R-factor R C , with an "unconstrained" model, which has more fit-parameters p and gives a better R-factor R U . Suppose we use n = ∆E T /(4|V 0i |) experimental data points; this is a common estimate made in LEED, where the peak width ∆E T /(4|V 0i |) in an I-V curve is counted as one data point. Then the Hamilton ratio can be described as depicted in the relations below 28 :
Based on our experience in LEED, the Hamilton ratio H should exceed 3.0 to indicate real improvements, while values below 1.0 indicate merely a better fit due to additional parameters.
In order to investigate the influence of the number of fit-parameters on the final structure and on the R P value we carried out the LEED analysis allowing displacements in: 1) only the first layer (24 structural parameters); 2) the first two layers (48 structural parameters, giving H=2.95 relative to structure 1); and 3) the first four layers (96 structural parameters, giving H=1.1 relative to structure 1). In each case, several different models were used as starting point during the fitting procedure. In these models various Ga-Ga dimerization in the first Ga plane were tested. As long as all top-surface Ga atoms were forced to bind to a dimer partner in the top-layer the R-factors remained (>0.60). After the atoms were allowed to relax in x, y and z directions, minimum R-factors between 0.18 and 0.21 were obtained.
The R P and H values for the best models for the three different numbers of fit-parameters considered for this fitting procedure are presented in Table II . As we can see, the Hamilton ratio is lower than 3 in all cases. It is, however, quite close to 3 in the case of 49 parameters.
The atomic displacements of the second layer can therefore be judged to reflect the actual geometry of the reconstruction, albeit within a somewhat larger error margin than those of the first layer. The surface Debye temperature optimization resulted in a value of 160 K for the topmost Ga layer. The experimental and best-fit theoretical LEED I-V curves are shown in Fig. 4 .
Geometry from the LEED analysis
Room-temperature (RT) structure
The best-fit structure for the room temperature (1×1) structure (RT) corresponds to a non-reconstructed surface, which is terminated by a layer of cut dimers. Both the analyticderivative and the tensor LEED structures agree in the limit of their respective error margins.
The structural parameters are given in Table III . The analytic-derivative LEED study finds no rumpling of the top-layer atoms, and the R 1 and R 2 yielding the best fit values of R 1 =0.11;
and R 2 =0.22, respectively, also find no rumpling. The R P value from the TLEED study however suggests a small rumpling of 0.092Å. In the TLEED analysis, the surface Debye temperature was found to be 175 ± 15 K. Assuming an isotropic vibration of an harmonic 
Low-temperature (LT) structure
The low temperature structure is depicted in Fig. 5 . The atomic coordinates are given in Table IV .
This phase exhibits the same cut-dimer termination as the room temperature structure, complicated by individual atomic displacement within the surface unit cell: the first and second layers display a partial rumpling as well as in-plane displacements. The first interlayer spacing is reduced on average by 1.5 % with respect to the bulk value, while the second and the third layer spacings were set to the bulk value.
This structure exhibits a large variation in the individual bond lengths. The variation is considerably larger than the uncertainty of about 0.1Åĩn the bond lengths. Dimerizations of top-layer Ga atoms occur both parallel and perpendicular to the surface. The top view of the low temperature reconstruction shows the dimerizations in the plane, Table V gives a detailed overview over the next-neightbour distances of all atoms involves. Bonds which can be classified as predominately covalent dimer-bonds are listed under the notations of "ultrashort" and "short" bonds, depending whether they are equal to the dimer-bond lenght of the bulk or significantely shorter. "Medium bonds" and "long" indicate atomic distances which are in the range of metallic interactions. The 3.2Å shell corresponds to the Ga-Ga
Van der Waals radius, while the 2.95Å value is derived by increasing the average Ga-Ga metal bond length by 10%.
The structure can be characterized in detail as follows: Two ultra-short Ga dimers form within the surface layer and similarly two Ga dimers form bonds between the first and second layers. All these bond lengths average 2.19± 0.1Å, which is about 10% shorter than the Ga-Ga dimer bond length of 2.44Åĩn bulk α-Ga. This arrangement, however, leaves 2 atoms per cell without any dimer bond, i.e. "dangling".
A clear difference can be seen between the populations of bond lengths for the first two layers, the ultra-short bonds occurring only for atoms bound to top-layer atoms or parallel to the top layer. The ultra-short bonds towards the second layer, which are on average contracted 9% from the bulk, are slightly longer than those inside the (010) plane, which are contracted 12%. Within the topmost layer a third dimer forms, which is 4% longer than the bulk value.
The ultra-short dimer bonds, while being the most striking, are however not the only bonds within a covalent bonding distance for Ga. Seven to eight additional dimer bonds form between the first two layers. Assuming that a short or ultra-short next-neighbor distance indicates covalent bond formation, the degree of covalency (average number of short or ultra-short next-neighbor distances per atom) is 1.5 in the first layer, which is 50%
higher than that found in the bulk. Adding the dimer bonds to the smaller number of bonds in the range of 2.62-2.84Å, which is the range of Ga-metal bond lengths, leads to an average coordination number of 3 within a 2.95Å shell. This is in fact the coordination one would expect for a fully covalent Ga structure. If a 3.2Å shell is considered, the average coordination for the top layer in the LT phase is 6.0. This is still smaller than that of the semi-metallic bulk, where 7 atoms are in the range below 3.2Å, there however occupying exclusively the range between 2.44 and 2.79Å.
The second layer exhibits two dimers roughly inside the (010) Also in this structure, the distance in the range of 2.62-2.84Åĩs well populated: about one third of the bond lengths fall into this range. As these bond lengths are in most cases very close to those found in either liquid Ga, α-Ga or β-Ga, these distances most likely reflect quantum mechanical energy minima. Note that bond distances between the second and the third layer have however to be treated with care since the atoms in the third layer have been held at the bulk position.
An attempt to coordinate the bonds in a more symmetric fashion yielded worse R-factors.
LEED is, however, less sensitive towards distances parallel to the surface than perpendicular to the surface. Table V shows not only a detailed overview of the individual atomic distances but also gives the average values, grouped into regions, to highlight the bond length distribution most effectively. It should be noted that the separation between short and medium lengths remains an arbitrary one. We believe, however that "short" lengths have mostly covalent character, while the "medium" ones are mostly in the "metallic" range.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Room-temperature phase Table III gives the analytic-derivative and tensor LEED structure results as well as a comparison of our data with the X-ray analysis 7 . The two LEED analyses lead to the same structure, which is characterized by a cut-dimer termination of the topmost layer, strong atomic vibrations and a slight expansion of the topmost layer distance. Our study is in good agreement with basic outlines of the "cut-dimer" model proposed by the X-ray scattering study but differs significantly in the interlayer spacing values. As LEED is much more sensitive to the vertical interlayer spacing than X-ray scattering, we believe that our values are more reliable. The agreement for the lateral displacements with the X-ray study is very good. Neither the X-ray nor our TLEED investigation show a 0.2Å lateral shift of the toplayer atoms as proposed by the STM study 6 ; this shift is also not supported by our observed LEED diffraction pattern. Such a shift is therefore most likely absent. The uniform step height of (3.8Å) found in that study is however consistent with our LEED result.
The B termination disrupts the dimer-bonds of the top layer. The resulting dangling bonds give rise to a surface state with a parabolic dispersion around theC point of the surface Brillouin zone, as predicted by Bernasconi et al. 11 and observed in angle-resolved photoemission 8, 9 . Similar states are, however, also predicted for the other terminations.
More importantly, the B-termination is the only structure which is not predicted to support any surface states in the lower lying gaps of the projected band structure and, indeed, it has not be possible to find such states in angle-resolved photoemission. In this way, the limited "structural" information which can be obtained from this technique when combined with calculations, agrees well with our result.
A remarkable result of the structural determination is the low surface Debye temperature and its unusually strong influence on the agreement between experiment and theory. In the most simple picture a low surface Debye temperature just means that the atoms vibrate strongly. Further disorder, like the presence of a small fraction of surface dimers, could also lead to a low value of the surface Debye temperature. The sharpness of the LEED diffration spots precludes however an extended presence of such disorder. Genuine surface melting can be excluded based on the STM results 6 . Thus an unisotropic component of the strong vibration seems to be most likely. This is likely as the melting point of Ga is close to room temperature.
B. Low-temperature phase
Before discussing the details of the low temperature structure as summarized in Tabs. IV and V we start with a few more general comments. In a certain sense, we may view the α-Ga structure as a layered crystal where quasi two-dimensional and metallic buckled layers are separated by covalent molecular bonds. Our room temperature results shows, in agreement with previous experiments, that the the B-termination is present and thus the crystal surface is a metallic buckled plane. In addition to this, it supports a dangling bond-type surface state which should increase its metallic character even more. At a lower temperature, however, the surface chooses to change its structure and to reduce its metallicity, as suggested by the reduced Fermi level intensity in photoemission 9 . Such a scenario is not entirely unexpected because of the fact that a two dimensional metal should be more unstable than its three dimensional counterpart.
An important characteristic feature of the LT structure is the formation of very short dimers both within the first layer as well as between the first and the second layer (see table V . This leads to a removal of dangling bonds but some of the first layer atoms also remain un-dimerized. At first glance, the removal of dangling bonds could be achieved in a much simpler way, by dimerizing the two atoms in the unit cell and keeping the periodicity and the observed lower coordination numbers: an increased covalency diminishes the need for a higher, metal-like coordination. The interlayer distance between the second and the third layer is slightly enlarged and we assume that these bonds are weakened.
Having said this, we have to keep in mind the limitations of our experimental approach.
The long range structure suggested by the small spot-splitting in SPA-LEED 10 suggests that the situation is much more complex than sketched here. However, the very long range of this structure and the good agreement between experimental data and LEED calculations lead us to the conclusion that we have obtained a fair description of the local structure.
In this context, as for the RT phase, the low surface Debye temperature is an interesting point which requires an explanation. There are two possible reasons. The first, like in the RT phase, is the presence of disorder caused by fact that the LT phase is not fully formed and fluctuations are present. A more likely reason, however, is that the true long range order indicated by the weak split of the (1/2 1/2/) spot in the SPA-LEED data is not included in our analysis and is interpreted as surface disorder.
The LT phase can consequently be characterized as follows: whereas in bulk α-Ga, where layers with covalent dimer bonds and layers in which metallic bonds dominate are normal to each other, at the surface this symmetry is broken and both binding mechanisms become mixed in one plane, as long as the temperature is sufficiently low. This dimerisation leads to a lateral dimerisation involving the formation of ultra-short Ga dimers within the first two layers. At higher temperatures the strong lattice vibrations prevent the formation of the necessary ultra-short dimer bonds and the dimer network is therefore disrupted.
The emerging picture of the α-Ga surface phase transitions between 200K and 350K is therefore dominated by a disruption of covalent bonds with increasing temperature. Metal to covalent phase transitions have been found for bulk non-transition metals, in particular Sn 30 , which transforms into covalent, non-metallic modifications at lower temperatures. Si and C become likewise metallic in the liquid (molten) state. The surface transition described for α-Ga in this paper is however intriguing as it concerns a trivalent metal with a much reduced electron density and the effect is limited to the surface region.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The geometric structure of the α-Ga(010)-(1×1) room temperature structure has been determined with both analytic-derivative and TLEED. The structure was confirmed to be the B-termination, i.e. the cut-dimer model. The first interlayer distance is 1.53Å: an expansion of 2% from the bulk value. The low temperature (2
• phase has been determined using TLEED. Atoms from the outermost layer dimerize within that layer and with atoms in the layer beneath it. The bond lengths of these dimers are reduced by more than 10% compared to the bond lengths found in the α-Ga bulk and are the shortest Ga-Ga bonds reported so far, setting a new reference for covalent Ga bonds. The phase transition can be achieved by a mere distortion of the RT structure. No major mass transport is required. Table IV. Topmost atoms are black, the atoms in the layer below dark grey, atoms in the 3rd layer light grey, atoms in the 4th layer white. surface, with best-fit atomic coordinates in the first two layers. 
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